
WHETHER YOU THINK YOU CAN
OR YOU THINK YOU CAN’T

YOU’RE RIGHT
_Henry Ford
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03 SUSTAINABLE DWELLINGS

LOCATION | Barcelona, Spain 

YEAR | 2014, ETSAV-UPC 

TYPE | Academic 

PROFESSORS | Joan Llecha,  
Berta Bardí, Arcadi de Bobes

This project tackles the dwelling issue from its organization and for-
mal aspects, as well as its technical and constructive ones. With the 
most sensitive touch and approach the project replies to confort, fle-
xibility and adaptability, the environment, structure and construction, 
internal-external relation such as the façades and roof, installations 
and the current spanish regulations.

This project tackles the dwelling issue from its organization and formal aspects, as well as its technical and 
constructive ones. With the most sensitive touch and approach the project replies to confort, flexibility and 
adaptability, the environment, structure and construction, internal-external relation such as the façades and 
roof, installations and the current spanish regulations.

The proposal begins and tries to reflect a model of living where people can adapt their home and expand it or not 
depending on their ambitions and lifestyles. Basically the building itself is organised by a clear and simple steel or-
togonal structure that takes in individualwood structured boxes that accomodate the bedrooms and other spaces. 

The dwellings are located in the internal part of the plot while two smaller stripes for co-working spaces act as noise 
buffers, connected with the dwellings but at the same time with protection systems for workers that don’t live there. 

The attic floors accommodate polycarbonate pitched roof structures. The work blocks accomodate kitchen 
gardens for the use of the community, and the dwelling block has a House-Studio.

COLLECTIVE HOUSING
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HABITATGE COL·LECTIU

1 Carmen Bodelón_Ilènia Molina

 ADAPTABILITAT I FLEXIBILITAT

panells de fusta de OSB com a aca-

bat interior i que fixen al ballon frame 

tancament translúcid de policarbo-

nat que  dòna privacitat i produeix 

efecte hivernacle

policarbonat  + reixa metàlica

privacitat + seguretat

cànem com a aïllant tèrmic i amb un 

bon desfase tèrmic capaç de regular 

la temperatura interior

Ballon frame

muntant de fusta + aÏllament de 

cànem

pilars, muntants i travessers de fusta 

microlaminada per la estructura de 

ballon frame

Portes plegables de vidre que gener-

en una galeria que regula tèrmica-

ment

vidre + cortina tèrmica

captació + aïllament

Portes plegables de vidre que gener-

en una galeria que regula tèrmica-

ment
vidre + cortina tèrmica

captació + aïllament

gelosia de bambú sobre marcs ple-

gables com a protecció solar, però 

que permet ventil·lació

vidre  + gelosia de bambú

captació+protecció solar que 

permet ventil·lació

HABITATGE - TERRASSA
La vivenda està configurada per una meitat més tancada, aïllada i privada 
(PLE) i una més oberta tancada per dues galeries que actua com una 
TERRASSA PASSANT (BUIT)

HABITATGE CANVIIANT
Al llarg de l’any la vivenda canvia com el clima i s’adapta el millor possible ajudant-se d’eïnes passives per regular el comfort a l’interior i oferint diferents espais 
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TAP 5: HABITATGE COL·LECTIU 4Carmen Bodelón_Ilènia Molina

QUALITATS HABITATGES
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07 URBANISM REAL SCALE

LOCATION | Les Planes, 
Barcelona 
 
YEAR | 2015, ETSAV-UPC 
 
TYPE | Academic 
 
PROFESSORS | Coque Claret,  
Dani Calatayud, Roger Tudó

Based on an analysis of the urban area of Les Planes, with a group 
of 25 students, we wanted to improve the mobility and accessibility 
of the neighborhood. The aim was to create the Route Ringo Rango 
with a communication system by stairs connecting the public spaces. 
After receiving support from neighbors, we began building the first 
section of 30 meters of altitude with a slope of 50%. All the project is 
made with recycled or offered materials.                  
 
The basic element of the stairs is a concrete sample. Thus, we re-
cover the “waste” produced by the company with which we worked. 
The piece is a cylinder of 15 cm diameter and 30 cm of height. To 
achieve the stairs, we had to use different types of gravel to allow 
the stability of the whole.

RINGO RANGO





Preparing the terrain through 
side excavation shaping a 

uniform slope.

8cm ravel layer base,
with a granulometry

of 40mm

10mm granulometry
gravel layer, 6-7cm.

First concrete row
with the help of a

spirit level.

09 THE PROCESSRINGO RANGO



Second concrete row. Side confinement forming
a U, that supports the force 

of the next step.

This U row acts as a
plank mould for the

next row of concrete.

Gravel of 3-5mm thickness,
poured in the empty spaces 
between the cilindric pieces

in order to compact and 
wedge the system.



11 RINGO RANGO THE PROCESS





13 LANDSCAPE

LOCATION | Tarragona, Spain 
 
YEAR | 2015, ETSAV-UPC 
 
TYPE | Academic 
 
PROFESSORS | Coque Claret,  
Dani Calatayud, Roger Tudó

Everything is landscape: the paper mill, the Francoli river, the Pont 
del Diable or the almond trees, the silhouette and smoke of the fac-
tories or a meal with friends. Landscape is an addition of elements, 
stratum, layers, realities and visions. 
 
In order to enter the subject, an analysis of the site takes place, ta-
king as its topic the water and consequently along the Francoli River, 
which crosses the plains of Tarragona, before flowing into the sea.

AGER TARRACONENSIS





15 AGER TARRACONENSIS

Cada paisatge porta impresa la petjada de qui l’ha precedit i deixa pel futur una altra petjada que d’altres reconeixe-
ran en ell. Així, el paisatge continua. 

Rosa Barba Casanovas
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17 HEALTHCARE

LOCATION | Jonköping, 
Sweden 
 
YEAR | 2015, ETSAV-UPC 
 
TYPE | Academic 
 
PROFESSORS | Peter Fröst

In comparison with the swedish word sjukhus whose literal transla-
tion 
is ill house, understood as a place where sick people go in order to 
be treated, we found out in contrast the chinese version of this word, 
whose meaning is translated as healing garden. 
 
This poetical version of the concept, reflecting a humanized idea of 
healthcare and healtpromotion inspired this project to turning it into 
a powerful basis for our project, an expansion of the existing hospital 
in Jönköping that seeks and tackles how new technologies will meet 
healthcare ways of treatment and how people will react in 2025.

THE HEALING GARDEN



CENTRALITY
Offering the most possible 
physical and visual equality 

in relation to the existing 
buildings.

GREENERY
Letting the nature of Ryhov 

permeate the new building and 
become another green point of 

the complex.

INTERSECTION
Opportunity for treating the 

space adjacent to the confluen-
ce of the two principal roads, 

emphasizing the longitudinal one 
as the most active. 



19 THE GARDENSTHE HEALING GARDEN

KITCHEN GARDEN RAIN GARDEN

A main square is placed in front of the entrance, 
a central point where all the different paths meet. 
We respect the old entrance of the existing building 
and connect it with the new one through a common 
platform.

The whole building has diff erent entrances accor-
ding to the purpose of the visit. Generally all the 
infl ux of patients and visitors will be located in the 
main entrance, but especialised facilities will off er 
their own entrance as well, such as the home care 
centre, the ambulance garage and a rehabilitation 
/ learning entrance, the one with more public con-
notation.

The gardens are one of the main ideas and an impor-
tant part of the project.
There is fi ve courtyards within the building with diff 
erent characters.

There is an uncertain but highly important need of 
designing for unknown future needs. The applied grid 
system in the new hospital has been designed with 
possible future changes and adaptations in mind, 
being able to take in new functions, expansions or 
reductions of every single space in the future.





21 DEATH AND NATURE

LOCATION | Stockholm, Sweden 
 
YEAR | 2012, ETSAV-UPC 
 
TYPE | Academic 
 
PROFESSORS | Amadeu Santa-
cana, Josep Ricart Ulldemolins, 
Lluís Jubert, Enric Batlle

Erik Gunnar Asplund and Sigurd Lewe-
rents won a competition for designing 
the Stockholm cementery in 1915. 100 years after the pla-
ce still contains a powerful mixing between romanticism 
and functionalism, between landscape and construction. 
 
This project asks the architect to find a new ‘between’. To find a 
new suitable space inside the cementery complex and to crea-
te a new atmosphere between the interior and the exterior. 
To syntonize the strentgh of a certain place with a new design, a me-
morable space through physical conditions in order to reach a meta-
physical experience rather than talking just in abstract.

This proposal used the abscences of trees in one of the most dense and abundant spots 
of the cementery in order to generate a new atmosphere only through contrasts. Two 
huge vertical slabs cut an existing path and delimitates a new funeral ceremony space. 
 
The existing trunk bases are left as seats and with the rest of the trunks a dotted mesh pattern is created in 
the ground.

THE VOID





23 REACTIVATION

LOCATION | Göteborg, Sweden 
 
YEAR | 2016, ETSAV-UPC 
 
TYPE | Academic 
 
PROFESSORS | Lena Falkhe-
den, Anna Kaczorowska

The focus of this design studio is to explore how urban transi-
tion processes, challenges of sustainable development, conser-
vation and cultural heritage concerns can be merged into an in-
tegrated approach for architectural and urban transformation.  
 
Through the main interest of Transformation and Climate change, 
there is the common interest to highlight regarding the social aspect. 
People create cities and later these cities reform people’s behaviour, 
their interests and lifes in general. 

SLAKTHUS 21



After deep analysis of the site and the characteriza-
tion of the buildings in relation to the district and the 
district in relation to the city itself, we have genera-
ted a common vision for the Slakthus area, shaped 
and composed by four main goals that underlie the 
main qualities of the project in its complex scales, 
from the urban to the architectonic one.

Meeting the old and the new implies dealing with 
different times, technologies and materials, but it 
doesn’t necessary have to be reflected with a com-
plex solution in real scale. A realistic approach has 
been applied in the project when it comes to expan-
sion, altering and preservation, translating each ac-
tion in a specific constructive system and therefore 
applying them as a common denominator in all the 
same moves.

education and 
research

urban agriculture  
and aquaculture

market hall &
second hand shop

water management 
building

brewerey and
exhibition

workshops

green store

café / restaurant

water tower cafe

library

auditorium

offices

green house

art centre

housing

bakery

supermarket

sport facility



25 OLD MEETS NEWSLAKTHUS 21





27 3D PRINTED MODELSLAKTHUS 21
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NAME | Ilènia Molina asanovas  

EMAIL | ileniamolina.arq@gmail.com

CONTACT


